Welcome to Archer
ARCHER’S MISSION
To advance the benefits of sustainable air mobility.
A Year of Achievements

- **Resources to execute on our mission**
  - Listed on the NYSE
  - Certify aircraft, build manufacturing facility, stand up UAM ridesharing operations

- **Launch Markets for UAM service**
  - Los Angeles and Miami

- **Strategic partnerships to advance GTM strategy**
  - United; Stellantis; REEF

- **Certification on track for 2024**
  - Finalized our FAA G-1 Issue Paper
Safe  Quiet  Sustainable  Affordable
Enabling a Seamless Customer Journey

- Customer at the Heart
- Product portfolio
- Human-centered design
- Enabled by data, digital orchestration and partnerships
A Day of Mobility in Los Angeles
Archer X United Partnership

**Accelerate path to market**
- Collaborate on product development and certification
- Operational synergies through United core competencies
- Support green and sustainable technologies

**Enhance the customer experience**
- Compelling value proposition via airport use cases
- Enhanced product offering for customers in major hubs
- Integrated customer travel experience
Key Considerations for UAM

- Policy frameworks
- Complementing existing transit networks
- Public acceptance
- Spurring economic development
Thank you